
LED simulation flower
LED flower bonsai features: The combination of LED solid light source and high simulation plant, through the unique design,
the simulation flower has a new function of light source,giving the simulation flower new vitality. Our LED flowers are not only elegant bonsai, 
with the spirit and natural flavor of flowers; Night is the flower desk lamp WITH downY and COMFORTABLE light more, add SWEET ROMANTIC COLOUR.
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LED simulation flower
LED flower bonsai performance: button battery low power supply, 
safe power saving, easy battery replacement, long service life. There is no need to worry about lighting for a long time will heat the problem.
LED flower bonsai advantages: LED bulb long life, high brightness, safe use, energy saving
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LED simulation flower
The solar flowerpot lamp is powered by solar energy to provide nighttime lighting. The solar panel can be folded to the bottom of the pot.
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LED simulation flower
Charging time: The solar lamp is placed in a position where it can receive direct sunlight for 4-6 hours per day. The longer the sunlight during the day, the longer it will be on at night
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LED simulation flower
Placement requirements: The solar lamp should be installed in the place where there is no strong light at night, 
because the strong light will start the sensitive mechanism inside the product and automatically turn off the light 
function of the product or cause the light can not be turned on.
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LED simulation flower
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• Contact Person: Ben

• +86 13613068266
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District, Shenzhen, China.


